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MODULAR HOUSING
By
Herbert Behrend*

A new system of human habitation is in the making, and

and its user acceptance, its aesthetics and appearance rates highest

its spearhead is modular housing.
What is modular housing?

of all types of housing at this time, however, its cost per square

A module is a volumetric unit

of measure for regulating proportions.

foot is rising so fast that within fifteen years - I venture to say -

Volumetric units

only a small minority of our population, perhaps fifteen .percent,

become integral parts of larger functional structures and

will occupy this type of housing and by far the majority, perhaps

make use of their proportional measurements.

85 percent, will live in modular housing, mobilehoraes and some sort

Modular hous

ing is a larger housing complex, wholly designed from its

of pre-fab buildings.

smallest detail to its entire setting into a harmonious
Prefabricated building methods employ to a large extent two dimensional

environment where recreation and quality of life have their

panel construction.

place.
Qualities become most obvious through comparison.

This type of building method is most advanced in

Europe and the Soviet Union.

The

In the United States most so called pre-

fabbers went out of business.

following chart compares volumetric units with conventional

I don’t believe - contrary to many who

have returned from their over-seas excursions - that two dimensional

two dimensional panel construction and one dimensional stick

panel construction has potential as a building method to solve our

built housing.

housing needs because it applies half-measures and does not fully
COMPARISON OF BUILDING METHODS

explore factory environment, speed of construction and mass purchasing.
I believe that the future in housing lies with volumetric units.
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an entire industry grew up unnoticed and produced hundreds of thousands
of dwellings, year after year, for millions of families.

----------------------
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It

is an American phenomenon that, while no one wanted trailer type housing,
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Of course,

they lived in trailer parks near city dumps, behind railroad tracks

D
and other undesireable locations, but, historically, here began the
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are only different manifestations of the same phenomenon.
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In the above chart, an attempt has been made to grade four different
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success story of volimetric units.

In other words, the trailer of

yesterday,, the mobilehome of today, and modular housing of tomorrow
3.
4.

building methods using fifteen different criteria.

5.
6.
7.

8.

The assumption

has been made that all fifteen criteria have equal value and that the
entire valuation is comprehensive.

Both simplifications have been

Justified on the basis that a more detailed break-down and a more
comprehensive scope produce the same results by compensating each other.

9.
10.
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Accepting these assumptions, the chart provides evidence that modular
housing ranks highest.

11.
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13.
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15.
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Its profile shows ten Inherent qualities which

are worthwhile to study further.

1.

Available Man Power.

It is a fact that our skilled labor pool

is diminishing in number.
unions face today.

in a factory environment.
GRAND TOTAL

RANKING

60

provide manpower.

This is a problem all building trade

Their members scarcely work under roof
However, other unions step in and

In particular, the mobilehome industry

suilntalns a large labor pool.

11

I

III

Significantly, their factories

IV
are not located in metropolitan areas, but, in smaller cities
throughout the country.

This means that their labor pool is

HistoricalJLy, the building method to produce housing on-site by con

located outside problem areas but solves problems inside such

structing roof and walls, stick by stick, Is the oldest method, and

areas.

most ingrained with sociological values.

compounded by creating still more Jobs and greater housing

Stick built housing has

superior durability, low depreciation factors, good interior flexibility,

In other words, our big city problems are not being

needs by building housing factories within metropolitan areas,
but, rather, within three hundred miles of larger cities.

•Director, Planning and Consulting Services, Mobile Homes
Manufacturers Association, Chicago.

2.
234

Production Capacity.

At the present time, production capacity

is available within the mobile home industry.

Last year more

and a constant evolutionary renewal is possible for a portion

than 412,000 mobilehomes were produced which represents more

of a cluster in a system.

than one-third of the total one family market and more than

Implicit with cluster flexibility is the potential of develop

one-fifth of the total of all dwelling units including con

ment of new forms of architecture and urban design.

ventional one family homes, conventional multi-family apart

speak of higher and higher densities for urban areas, the need

ments and mobilehomes.

for new forms is essential.

These figures indicate a shift from

conventional construction to modular production.
of scale will appear and penetrate the market.

As we

Solutions must be found which

preserve individuality, diversity, privacy, and security; that

Economies

lead to better organized and more understandable designs; and

So far,

that yield a new and more satisfying aesthetic experience.

double shifts are not the rule in most factories and factories
in general have not reached sizes conducive to economies of
9.

Mass Purchasing.

We think of mass purchasing as a means to

scale.
reduce cost, but we also experience a change of values when
3.

Speed of Construction.

The factor of time is all important

economies of scale are applied.

in any undertaking, and speed of construction provides a

in a modern department store, and compare it with ancient or

major saving.

medieval market places.

By the ability to overlap the volumetric unit

Mass purchasing doesn't need to

and site construction cycles and to optimize each, large

violate principles of human individuality.

compression of the normal building construction time is

home owner may select his appliances, interior furnishings,

achieved.

the color of his drapes and carpet without forgoing the

This is further improved by the refinements in

design which allow very rapid project planning and definition.

4.

Consider the variety available

Turn-Over of Capital.

Every individual

economical benefit of mass purchasing.

Fast turn-over of capital means a

10.

short cash flow period and large savings in project financing.

Package Financing.

Volumetric units constructed as large as

practical are ideal for package financing.

Cost reductions

Mobilehome manufacturers reach a high rate (up to forty times)

are the result.

of turn-over compared with other industries.

costs are still possible provided, however, that all above

Because of

It appears that large reserves in reducing

separation of functional elements - volumetric unit, super

mentioned qualities are applied simultaneously which finds

structure, utilities, and site - modifications, maintantance

its ultimate expression in package financing.

and financing of each element may be carried out at its own
Low cost per square foot is the result of simultaneous application of
rate, thereby keeping abreast of technical obsolecense to a
the ten qualities mentioned above.

To lower costs is all important

degree that is almost impossible with traditional forms of
and beneficial in many respects.

One advantage is that more people

construction.
come within reach to enjoy individual ownership with all its accompanying
5.

Effect of Climate,

The construction industries greatest

responsibilities and satisfactions.

Home ownership in a modular housing

handicap throughout the centuries has been the negative effect

development means to enjoy the benefits from multi-unit management and

of climate.

maintenance without sacrificing privacy

The rating on page two has been excessively

or space.

simplified, but is self explanatory.
Individual modular units, legally speaking, should be considered con
6.

Manpower Efficiency.

The mobilehome industry has demonstrated

dominiums, not apartments.

high-rise apartment buildings and thereby seems to follow a traditional

low cost of mobilehomes is largely the result of this Inherent

European example.

quality.

direction toward condominiums.

Only approximately ten percent of the retail price

of a mobilehome is allocated to labor costs.

Material Use.

Europe, however, tends to move in the opposite
Will the American public at large and

in particular, the young in their present mood accept to become
tenants?

7.

Our government presently seems to favor

to increase manpower efficiency to such an extent that the

In the past, it was their dream to own their home similar

Less waste is the result of greater technical
to the kind the richer could afford.

In any event, the buying public

sophistication and refinement in design as well as other
of today is sophisticated.
qualities of the factory environment.

They demand a richer life and that includes

Large reserves in this
individual ownership of some amenities.

area are still available.

Standardization of overall measure

ments of a volumetric unit is a necessity.

To provide for quality of life in housing means to provide space.
open apace, breathing space and a new living environment with unparalleled

8.

Cluster Flexibility.

Research should not only be limited
convenience, comfort and beauty.

It Includes the potential sensation

to technical and economical aspects of cluster flexibility,
of the following or similar activities:
but experiences in the fields of psychology, sociology and
. to take a bike ride down the wooded path
ecology should readily be integrated into a systems approach
. to go to sleep vrithout nearby traffic nolae
in factory environment.

Cluster Flexibility is a dynmnlc
. to have a patch of green with all privacy needed

concept in as much as it can readily vary and change over a
. to walk safely around your neighborhood at any time.
period of time.

Because of the standardize voluoetric unit,

periodically improved designs will mesh with existing units

Where do we find performance standards of this kind in our housing

23S

codes?

Indeed, a new system of human habitation is in the making.

Even our richest suburbs and subdivisions cannot claim to satisfy

needs of this kind entirely.

Neither

conventional stick built housing nor contemporary volumetric units

New communities must not be designed for

automobiles, but for people in which they find first of all recreation.

suffice.

Perhaps we are returning to an ancient concept on a grand scale with

answer to the immense problem of new housing.

a new system in housing.
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Modular housing will succeed to produce a unique and practical

